
 

 

To: NSW Deputy Premier 

Re: RECOMMENDATIONS TO SUPPORT MINERALS INDUSTRY 
INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN NSW  

 

25 August 2021   

 

Introduction  

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) welcomes the opportunity to provide a 

submission to the New South Wales Government on recommendations for opportunities for the NSW 

Government to support the minerals industry to deliver economic growth following the recent devastating impact 

of the Delta strain of COVID-19.  

 

About AMEC 

AMEC is a leading national industry body representing over 400 mining and mineral exploration companies 

across Australia. Our members are explorers, emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses 

working in and for the minerals industry. AMEC represents a growing number of companies exploring, mining 

and investing in NSW. 

 

Making NSW the number one destination for minerals industry investment in Australia 

Prior to COVID-19, the Australian minerals industry and investor confidence were recovering from record low 

performances, although NSW had remained behind other States and jurisdictions. The internationally respected 

Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 20201 rated NSW as the lowest Australian jurisdiction in 

the key ranking of policy perception index and over 80% percent of respondents pointed to environmental 

regulations and regulatory duplications and inconsistencies as factors deterring investment in NSW. 

The NSW Government has prioritised attracting minerals industry investment through a number of initiatives. 

These include the release of the NSW Minerals Strategy, Strategic Statement on Coal, Future of Gas 

Statement, Future of Minerals Report, Online Minerals Prospectus, world class geoscience information such as 

the high-tech metal resources map and Seamless Geology Project, as well as participation in international 

promotional opportunities.  

It remains critically important that NSW is an attractive destination for mineral industry investment, both 

exploration as well as mining activity, to ensure the stability and future of the industry.  

The mines that secure the economy of tomorrow are found by the explorers of today. 

 

1 https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2020.pdf 

https://amecinc.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/Ec0D23AUpv9KnpVy4PiBA7cBY_ec6qGea5U8qBqT3BOTxQ
https://amecinc.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/Ec0D23AUpv9KnpVy4PiBA7cBY_ec6qGea5U8qBqT3BOTxQ
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2020.pdf
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The minerals industry acknowledges that the State Government has other priority industries and sectors 

deserving of investment following the devastating impact of the Delta strain of COVID-19. The following are 

recommended measures to support the minerals industry further the State’s growth and productivity.  

 

Recommendations: 

1. Extend the New Frontiers Co-operative Drilling program 

▪ Boost the funding for the New Frontiers Co-operative Drilling Program Round 4 with an additional $1 

million in addition to the current $2.2 million investment.  

▪ Support this important program with annual funding to attract explorers and investment to NSW and the 

continuation of greater knowledge of NSW’s mineral resources. 

▪ Extend the program to cover 50% of all drilling costs and consider the inclusion of geophysical and 

geochemical surveys to broaden the appeal of the program and potential outcomes. 

The New Frontiers Co-operative Drilling program is an important incentive program where collaborative 

exploration development programs are co funded by Government to stimulate mineral exploration in under-

explored greenfield areas. Applications for Round 4 of the Co-operative Drilling program are currently open 

and the funding could be extended to support more projects. In the last round, AMEC understands that there 

were over 60 applications for the program but only 22 were funded, and that over 20 other projects were 

viewed as worthy recipients for funding. We believe that there will be just as much, if not more, interest in this 

Round and so an extension of funding would be well placed to support industry and regional economies. 

Further, AMEC believes that this program should be offered annually, just as in other key mining 

jurisdictions, to ensure there is this regular commitment to bring significant investment into the State. An 

economic review of the similar Western Australia program led to a finding that for every $1 million of 

Government funds invested, there was a direct additional stimulation of $10.3 million and 12.5 FTE positions 

in mineral exploration, extending to $38.3 million if the project is brought to mine.2 This is exactly what NSW 

needs to ensure that it is an attractive and competitive jurisdiction for exploration investment.  

AMEC also supports an extension of the Co-operative Drilling Program beyond the previous programs that 

was limited to 50% of direct drilling costs to cover 50% of all drilling costs and consider inclusion of 

geophysics and other advanced exploration techniques.  

 

2. Streamline, improve and promote Regional NSW      

▪ Streamline and improve the operational capabilities of Department of Regional NSW and invest in the 

promotion of NSW minerals. 

The recently formed Department of Regional NSW (DRNSW) and merging of Mining, Exploration and 

Geoscience (MEG) and the Resources Regulator (RR) is a great opportunity to reset and remedy longstanding 

bureaucratic issues. 

Compliance requirements for the NSW minerals industry can be impractical, overly prescriptive, and increase 

the administrative burden for minimal regulatory, community or environmental benefit. AMEC strongly supports 

 

2 http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Petroleum/Exploration-Incentive-Scheme-2251.aspx 

http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Petroleum/Exploration-Incentive-Scheme-2251.aspx
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a clear, fair and streamlined regulatory framework that meets compliance, community and environmental 

expectations. In NSW a holistic review of the regulatory framework is needed to ensure that regulation is up to 

date, risk-based and outcome focussed.  

Specific issues and recommendations for the Department are detailed below: 

▪ Continue to improve tenure processing – Issues with delay on tenure processing have plagued 

DRNSW that lead to frustration and concern for industry. DRNSW has made significant improvements in 

decreasing tenure processing backlogs and instilling processes to prevent the creation of future backlogs 

as well as improving communications with industry.This should continue to be a priority for Government. 

▪ Streamline the Government forms, guidelines and codes - In NSW the ‘cradle to grave’ process for 
an exploration licence (including application, one activity approval, renewal and relinquishment) requires 

over 600 pages of NSW Government documentation including almost 200 pages of forms and over 400 

pages of guidance documents. This is a significant burden, especially for exploration companies that are 

typically small (often one to ten employees) who cannot afford to spend time and resources on 

unnecessary administration, as well as for Government to process and keep updated. AMEC understands 

that some of the forms are currently under review but this project must be broadened to include all forms 

and ensure that the guidelines and codes are similarly updated and streamlined where possible as a 

matter of urgency.  

▪ Connect MEG and RR online portals, websites and systems – Both MEG and RR have independently 

developed online portals that must be linked and fully functional. The Titles Management System (TMS) 

commenced in December 2019, has cost over $10 million, and is finally functional. The RR online portal 

is in development, but AMEC understands that there is currently no definite schedule for these systems to 

work together. This is leading to further confusion for industry and significant duplication in both costs and 

administration and so must be remedied without delay. 

▪ Promote investment in the NSW minerals industry – The NSW Government has and continues to 

make significant improvement to systems and processes as well as deliver great pre-competitive 

geoscience, but investment in NSW can be deterred by old perceptions of inefficiency. NSW Government 

needs to strongly promote our State and investment in future minerals. 

 

3. Review, reduce and eliminate unnecessary fees and charges 

▪ Review and benchmark industry fees and costs to ensure that NSW has a fair, competitive, and 

transparent regime that supports the development of the minerals sector. 

Explorers and operators face a multiplicity of fees, charges and levies based on cost recovery, such as 

administration levies and rental fees, with little or no clarity around the actual costs involved or any 

recognition of the benefits the resource discovery subsequently brings to the State. The cumulative effect of 

meeting these costs is a reduction in investment and money into the ground that will find the next NSW mine 

and support regional economies along the way. 

 

4. Review security bonds structure to maximise the use of exploration funds  

▪ Review the security bonds structure to maximise the use of exploration funds and assess the introduction 

of a pooled fund model. 
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Access to capital is one of the most important issues for the mineral exploration sector. Any capital raised 

that is not directly related to exploration is seen as a disincentive to investors. This includes capital tied to 

environmental and performance bonds. AMEC strongly supports a full review of the current system and 

potential introduction of a pooled fund model that removes the need for expensive bonds without reducing 

any environmental standards or obligations. 

 

5. Extend geoscience in NSW and pilot crowd sourcing for mineral exploration  

▪ Extend pre-competitive geoscience to support the NSW minerals industry and further scientific 

understanding of the State.  

▪ Pilot a crowd sourcing mineral exploration project in NSW with prizemoney of $250,000. 

Geoscience has never been more important in NSW. Geoscience projects have already been used to not only 

support the minerals industry to find the next mine but also to find water in what was, up until very recently, a 

drought-stricken State.  

Crowd sourcing is a new way of opening challenges to a broad audience as a competition to seek solutions and 

has recently been successfully implemented in the minerals industry in Australia, within both the private (Oz 

Minerals) and public sectors (South Australia). NSW could pilot a similar opportunity as a novel way to attract 

global interest in NSW minerals and bring fresh ideas, diverse thinking, and new approaches to the State. 

Providing a pilot program opening a data set in a prospective area with rewards of $250,000 for proposed 

solutions could help bring more interest and investors to NSW.  

 

6. Deliver on actions and update the NSW Minerals Strategy and the NSW Critical Minerals Strategy 

▪ Update the NSW Minerals Strategy and deliver on the NSW Critical Minerals Strategy to ensure we have 

a future roadmap to maximise the resources of NSW. 

▪ Ensure the actions in the NSW Minerals Strategy are fully resourced to support and secure the future 

economy of the State. 

The NSW Government’s publication of the NSW Minerals Strategy3 and the intended Critical Minerals Strategy 

are landmark commitments that provides a clear pathway for the minerals sector to secure the future economy 

of the State. Many of the actions in the NSW Minerals Strategy should have been delivered in 2020, so AMEC 

recommends updating this key document so that this document continues to provide focus for forward planning 

of Government. Each of the actions in the Strategies must have a resourcing commitment and AMEC has 

committed to work in close consultation with Government to ensure each action is delivered within the published 

timeframe to maximise the natural resources potential for the State of NSW.  

 

7. Support a minerals processing demonstration plant in NSW  

▪ Support a critical minerals processing demonstration plant in NSW to support this important sector.  

 

3 https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/programs-and-initiatives/nsw-minerals-strategy 

https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/programs-and-initiatives/nsw-minerals-strategy
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Once a resource is found, the next stages to take the resource to mine are feasibility, permitting and funding. It 

is in these stages that strategic infrastructure can help projects increase their value and source investment more 

quickly and much more easily.  For new mineral types or critical minerals, a demonstration processing facility 

that could be used by a wide range of companies for the critical step of feasibility assessments could be a 

potential ‘game changer’. However, a demonstration plant would need Government assistance for funding.  

 

8. Support education and diversity programs that secure the future minerals industry  

▪ Support a collaborative approach to secure skilled workers for the future minerals industry.  

▪ Support initiatives to further gender diversity in the minerals industry including the NSW Women in Mining 

Network (WIMnet NSW) Mentoring Program. 

Exploration and mining are generally not seen as preferred industries by many school leavers and this is 

reflected in the very low university enrolment numbers in the various mining-related disciplines. This is leading 

to severe skill shortages and a lack of locally trained minerals professionals which in turn stifles development. A 

Government-Industry collaborative approach is needed to address this issue by promoting the minerals industry, 

particularly to primary and secondary level students.  

Gender diversity is also a key issue for the minerals industry. Women NSW note that mining is one of the most 

male dominated professions in NSW, just behind construction, with a female workforce of only 12.9%4. NSW 

Government should support Women in Mining NSW, a volunteer run network with over 700 members and the 

annual award winning program that provides mentoring for NSW women in mining. 

 

AMEC would welcome further consultation on these important recommendations and if you have any queries 

regarding this submission, please do not hesitate to contact:  

Lucy McClean 

Director – New South Wales, Victoria & Tasmania  

lucy.mcclean@amec.org.au or 0412 283 252 

 

4 https://www.women.nsw.gov.au/strategies-and-resources/women-and-work 

mailto:lucy.mcclean@amec.org.au
https://www.women.nsw.gov.au/strategies-and-resources/women-and-work

